ABSTRACT. We investigate the sparse spikes deconvolution problem onto spaces of algebraic polynomials. Our framework encompasses the measure reconstruction problem from a combination of noiseless and noisy moment measurements. We study a TV-norm regularization procedure to localize the support and estimate the weights of a target discrete measure in this frame. Furthermore, we derive quantitative bounds on the support recovery and the amplitudes errors under a Chebyshev-type minimal separation condition on its support. Finally, we study the localization of the knots of non-uniform splines from small degree polynomial approximations.
1. INTRODUCTION 1.1. Sparse spikes deconvolution onto spaces of algebraic polynomials. This paper is devoted to the extension of some recent results in spike deconvolution to the frame of algebraic polynomials. Beyond the theoretical interest, we focus on this model in order to bring tools and quantitative guarantees from the superresolution theory [9, 7, 8] to the companion problem of the recovery of knots of non-uniform splines [3] . At first glance, this setting can be depicted as a deconvolution problem where one wants to recover the location of the support of a discrete measure from the observation of its convolution with an algebraic polynomial of given degree m. Equivalently, we aim at recovering a discrete measure from the knowledge of the true (d + 1) first moments and a noisy version of the (m − d) next ones.
1.2. Non-uniform spline recovery. Our framework involves the recovery of nonuniform splines, i.e. a smooth polynomial function that is piecewise-defined on subintervals of different lengths. More precisely, we investigate a grid-free procedure to estimate a non-uniform spline from a polynomial approximation of small degree. Our estimation procedure can be used as a post-processing technique in various fields such as data assimilation [15] , shape optimization [14] or spectral methods in PDE's [13] .
For instance, one gets a polynomial approximation of the solution of a PDE when using spectral methods such as Galerkin method. In this setting, one seeks a weak solution of a PDE using bounded degree polynomials as test functions. Then, Lax-Milgram theorem grants the existence of a unique weak solution f for which a polynomial approximation P can be computed. Moreover, Céa's lemma shows that the Galerkin approximation P is comparable to the best polynomial approximation p(f) of the weak solution f. In this paper, this situation is depicted by (1.6) . Hence, if one knows the weak solution f is a non-uniform spline then our (post-processing) procedure can provide a grid-free estimate f from the Galerkin approximation P. Moreover, Theorem 2 shows that the recovered spline has large discontinuities near the large discontinuities of the target spline f. Hence, the location of the large enough discontinuities of the weak solution f can be quantitatively and in a grid-free manner estimated from the Galerkin approximation using our algorithm.
As an example, Figure 1 illustrates how our procedure improves a polynomial approximation of a non-uniform spline. Observe that discontinuities of splines make them difficult to approximate by polynomials. Even the best polynomial approximation given by orthogonal projection (thin dashed gray line) fails in localizing the knots of splines. Consider a worse approximation (thin black line) of the spline (thick dashed gray line). It seems rather difficult to localize the discontinuities of the spline from the knowledge of this polynomial approximation and the boundary conditions. Nevertheless, our procedure produces a non-uniform spline (thick black line) whose large discontinuities are close to the knots of the target spline.
Previous works.
The super-resolution problem has been intensively investigated in the last years. In [8] the authors give an exact recovery condition for the noiseless problem in a general setting. In the Fourier frame, this analysis was greatly refined in [7] which shows that the exact recovery condition is satisfied for all measure satisfying a "minimum separation condition". The recovery from noisy samplings was investigated in [6] which characterizes the reconstruction error as the resolution increases. The first result on quantitative localization was brought by [1] which gives the bounds on the support detection error in a general frame. This analysis was derived in terms of the amplitude of the target measure in [12] . In the Fourier frame, the optimal rates in prediction error have been investigated in [17] . Lastly, the behavior and the stability of ℓ 1 -norm regularization in the space of measures has been investigated in [11] when observing small noise errors.
The spline recovery problem in the noiseless case has been studied in [3] where the authors assume that one knows the orthogonal projection p(f) of the nonuniform spline f. Our frame extends their point of view to the noisy case where one observes a polynomial approximation P close to the best polynomial approximation p(f). To the best of our knowledge, there is no result on a quantitative localization of the knots of non-uniform splines from noisy measurements. 
Let x be a complex measure on [−1, 1] with finite support of size s. In particular, x has polar decomposition:
, and δ t denotes the Dirac measure at point t. Let m be a positive integer and F = {ϕ 0 , ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m } be such that ϕ 0 = 1 and for 
This can be written as:
where c(x) = (c k (x)) m k=0 and e = (0, n) with n ∼ N (0, σ 2 Id m−d ). Note we know the first true moments up to the order d and a noisy version of them up to the order m. Moreover, the degree d is allowed to be −1. In this case, we only observe a noisy version of the moments up to the order m.
1.
5. An ℓ 1 -minimization procedure. Our analysis follows recent proposal on ℓ 1 -minimization [1, 17, 11] . Denote by M the set of all finite signed measures on [−1, 1] which is isometrically isomorphic to the dual C ([−1, 1]) ⋆ of the continuous function endowed with the supremum norm and by . TV the total variation norm. We recall that for all µ ∈ M,
where the supremum is taken over all partitions P of [−1, 1] into a finite number of disjoint measurable subsets. Consider a modified version of the convex program BLASSO [1] given by:
where
} and λ > 0 is a tuning parameter. Questions immediately arise:
• How close is the recovered spike train from the target x?
• How accurate is the localization of (1.3) in terms of the noise and the amplitude of the recovered/original spike? To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to quantitatively address these questions in the frame of algebraic polynomials. 
that is the minimum modulus between two points of arccos(T) + πZ.
Let ǫ(T) denote the distance from T\{−1, 1} to the edges of [−1, 1]: 
then with probability greater than 1 − 
Local control:
Large spike localization:
where c 0 = 1.0361, c 1 = 235.85, and c 2 = 220.72.
A proof can be found in Appendix C.
1.7. Non-uniform spline reconstruction. In this subsection, we assume d ≥ 0.
Observe that the frame investigated in this paper covers the recovery problem of non-uniform splines of order d from projections onto spaces R m−d−1 [X] of algebraic polynomials of given degree at most m − d − 1. Indeed, consider an univariate spline f of degree d over the knot sequence T = {−1, t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t s , 1} that is a continuously differentiable function f of order d − 1 piecewise-defined by:
, and for all subset E ⊆ [−1, 1], 1 1 E (t) equals 1 if t belongs to E and 0 otherwise. Consider f (d+1) , the (d + 1)-th distributional derivative of f. Note it can be written as :
∈ R is the d-th derivative of P k . Using matrix notation, Appendix E shows that:
where:
), 
Remark. For the sake of simplicity, we choose a Gaussian approximation error but our analysis can be extended to other types of noise. This extension can be done by bounding the ℓ ∞ -norm of the polynomial whose coefficients are given by the random vector e = (0, n) , as done in Lemma 8. .
s ) and P be a random vector with values in R m−d−1 [X] . Set:
is a tuning parameter and
Note that if a discrete measurex enjoys
then one can explicitly construct the unique non-uniform splinef with (d + 1)-th derivativex and boundary conditions b. Indeed, observe that we can uniquely construct a non-uniform splinef from the knowledge of the (d + 1) boundary conditions at point −1 and its (d + 1)-th derivative. Moreover, Eq.'s (1.8), (E.2) and (E.3) show thatf satisfies the (d + 1) boundary conditions at point 1 and so the boundary conditions b. Eventually, we consider the algorithm described in Table 1 .
non-uniform spline of degree d that can be written as:
Inputs: Boundary conditions b, a polynomial approximation P, an upper bound σ on the noise standard deviation and α > 0.
where W 1 and W 2 are described in Appendix E.
6. Find the unique splinef of order d − 1 such thatf (d+1) =x and
Output: A non-uniform splinef. where
. . , t s , 1} enjoys:
s ) and let P be such that Assumption 1 holds. Let α > 0 then, with probability greater than 1 −
any outputf of the aforementioned algorithm enjoys:
andf is written as:
A proof can be found in Appendix F.
QUANTITATIVE LOCALIZATION
2.1. Zero-noise problem. In the noiseless case, observe that n = 0. Exact recovery from moment samples has been investigated in [1, 3] where one considers the program:
whith Φ = (ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ m ) is the Chebyshev moment curve. The optimality condition of (2.1) shows that the sub-gradient of the ℓ 1 -norm vanishes at any solution point x 0 . Therefore a sufficient condition for exact recovery is that x satisfies the optimality condition. This is covered by the notion of "dual certificate" [8, 7] or equivalently the notion of "source condition" [5] . • phase interpolation: ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,
One can prove [8] that x is a solution to (2.1) if and only if x has a dual certificate.
2.2.
Semi-noisy moment sample model. In our model, we deal with an observation y described by (1.2). In this case, the existence of a dual certificate is not sufficient to derive support localization, see [1] . One needs to strengthen this notion using the Quadratic Isolation Condition [1] . 
Definition 2.2 (Quadratic isolation condition
As showed by Lemma 6, if the support T satisfy a minimal separation condition described in (1.4) then T satisfies QIC(C a , C b ) with constants C a = 0.00848 and C b = 0.00879. Using Bernstein's inequality for algebraic polynomials and the dual certificate construction of [7] , we prove Theorem 1, see Appendix C.
SEMI-DEFINITE PROGRAMMING
Observe that the Fenchel-Legendre dual program of (1.3) is given by:
and strong duality holds, see Lemma 9. This dual program can be seen as the orthogonal projection of the vector (0, . . . , 0, y d+1 , . . . , y m ) onto the convex set:
Therefore, there is a unique solution to (3.1). Moreover, observe that the constraint ∑ m k=0 α k ϕ k ∞ ≤ λ can be re-cast as imposing that the algebraic polynomials:
Considering the change of variables θ = arccos(t), the aforementioned inequalities can be equivalently drawn for some trigonometric polynomials. Using RieszFejér theorem, one can show that non-negative trigonometric polynomials are sums of squares polynomials (SOS). A standard result, see for instance [10] , ensures that the convex set of sum of square polynomials (SOS) can be described as the intersection between the set of positive hermitian semi-definite (SDP) matrices and an affine constraint.
Lemma 3. The constraint (3.2) can be re-casted into a semi-definite constraint.
Hence, we can computeα using a SDP program. Moreover, Fenchel's duality theorem shows that the dual polynomial:
is a sub-gradient of the TV-norm at pointx. In particular, the supportT ofx is included in:
IfP is not constant, this level set has at most m + 1 points and it defines the support of the solution. Hence, we can find the weights ofx using a least-square-type estimator subject to the affine constraint given by the intersection between C d (x) and discrete measures with support included inT. In this case, the solution to (1.3) is unique and can be computed using the aforementioned SDP program. If P is constant then there always exists a solution to (1.3) with finite support. Indeed, using the fact that there is no duality gap, one can check that the solution has non-negative (resp. non-positive) weights ifP = 1 (resp.P = −1). Therefore, Carathéodory's theorem shows that there always exists a solution with finite support 1 . However, one can not use the dual program (3.1) to compute the solution to the primal program (1.3). We deduce the following lemma. 
APPENDIX A. DUAL CERTIFICATES
This section capitalizes on the recent breakthrough presented in [7] and builds an explicit dual certificate in the frame of algebraic polynomials. More precisely, we explicitly upper bound the dual certificates by a quadratic function near the support points, as done in [7] .
Lemma 5. Assume (1.4) holds. Then for all t j ∈ T, there exists a polynomial q t j of degree m such that:
( ) min
Thus, according to Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.5 of [7] , for all x j ∈ X, there exists a real trigonometric polynomial of degree m,q x j : x → ∑ m k=−m c k e 2iπ kx , such that:
By construction [7] the trigonometric polynomial function p x j :
2 is real and even, so we have the expansion:
Moreover, since sup
Let t j ∈ T and x j = arccos(t j ). We define:
where T k is the k-th Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. Lemma 5 is a direct consequence of the properties verfied byq x j and (A.2).
there exists a polynomial q of degree m such that: •
Then p : x ∈ [−π, π ] →q 
where ξ d+1 , . . . , ξ m are i.i.d. standard normal. Its covariance function is:
where the dependence in m and d has been omitted. Observe its maximal variance is attained at point 1 and is given by σ 2 m,d = 2(m − d), and its variance function is
.
Proof. By the change of variables t = cos θ, for all t ∈ [−1, 1]:
Set T(θ) := X m,d (t). We recall that its variance function is given by:
where D k denotes the Dirichlet kernel of order k. Observe that:
where U u is the number of crossings of the level u, Ψ is the standard normal distribution, and ψ σ is the density of the centered normal distribution with standard error σ. First, observe that for
Moreover, regression formulas implies that:
where, for instance, r 1,1 (ν, θ) =
∂ν∂θ . We recall that the covariance function is given by:
Observe that:
On the other hand, if
where ψ is the standard normal density. We get that:
We use the following straightforward relations:
Eventually, we get, for u > 2(m − d):
and the result follows. 
In particular, for all t > 0, if
Assume that λ ≥ λ 0 where λ 0 is described in Lemma 8 (the dependence in t has been omitted). Observe that the condition in Lemma 11 is met. One can prove that there exists a solutionx to (1.3) with finite support, see Lemma 4. Set:
Set v j = a j /|a j | for j = 1, . . . , s and consider q = ∑ m k=0 β k ϕ k the algebraic polynomial described in Lemma 6. Set:
Note that D ≥ 0. Since x is feasible, it holds: Observe that:
so that:
Moreover, note that:
where c 0 = 2π · 0.1649 and C 1 = 0.00424. Now, let t ∈ T and consider the polynomial q t described in Lemma 5. Using (C.2) we get that:
where C 2 = 0.25 and C ′ = max{ 
where 
where κ is a constant. Moreover, there is no duality gap.
Proof. The case d = −1 has been treated in [1] . Assume that d ≥ 0. Program (D.1) can be viewed as: min
where the function h(c) = (1/2) c − y 2 2 has Legendre conjugate:
and: 
Observe that [−1, 1] is compact. Therefore there exists a point t ∈ [−1, 1] such that | f (t)|= f ∞ . Since ψ ⋆ is symmetric, we can assume that f (t) is non-negative. Set:
Notice that µ ρ ∈ C d (x) and so:
which can be viewed as the convolution of δ t with the idempotent ∑ Using this decomposition it holds that for all µ ∈ C d (x),
where Π V ⊥ is the orthogonal projection onto V ⊥ . In particular, it holds
where κ d (x) = −λ inf µ∈C d (x) µ TV is a constant. Observe that the dual operator c ⋆ of c is given by:
Using the definition of conjugate h(c(µ)) = sup α α, c(µ) − h ⋆ (α), notice that: Proof. Let µ ∈ C d (x) and γ ∈ (0, 1). Set ν =x + γ(µ −x) then, by convexity:
Observe that ν ∈ C d (x), by optimality: Proof. Let (a k ) m k=0 be the coefficients of P, namely:
It holds: (c k (x) − c k (x))ϕ k )dΠ , since F is an orthonormal family with respect to the probability measure Π. By
